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Abstract. Behavioral design of robot is one of the concerns in the human-robot
interaction [1, 2]. About the design of human-robot communicative interaction,
there are lots of approaches have been presented for finding the preferable behav‐
iors that are accepted by the people. In these studies, the users impressions of
robots during interactions with them have been focused on the initiatives of the
users, with users evaluating the response of the robot. Conversely, there have less
studies on the evaluations on human impressions when a robot takes the initiative
and performs active behavior towards a human. While creating events in which
a robot explicitly performed active behavior, we reviewed human-robot interac‐
tions and presented our behavioral designs. Based on that, we implemented
greeting functions for the robot. The objective of this study is to investigate the
users’ impressions on the robot especially with the activeness of the robot. We
examined the differences in their impressions depending on with or without of
active behavior of robot. The results show significant differences in activity,
affinity, and intentionality.

Keywords: Human robot interaction · Active behavior of robot · Robot ·
Behavioral design of robot · Robot communication

1 Introduction

In recent years, robots that can communicate with people while interacting with them
have become more common. There has been a call for increased development of robot
technology, including things such as functional application in new areas, humanoid
platforms and humanoid robots for entertainment. Prior to this study, studies of human-
robot interactions suggested that we still need a large amount of study on evaluating the
impressions that a robot leaves on people. Nakata et al. conducted an experiment on
interpersonal valence based on the impressions people had after seeing the reaction a
robot made after those touched the robot with their hands. The results revealed that when
the robot interacted with those people in a way that showed a kind of emotional attach‐
ment to them, users had a positive impression of the robot [1]. Kakio et al. investigated
the differences in user impressions depending on the reaction of a robot when they
pushed the robot, which showed that they had different impressions depending on the
robot’s reactions [2]. Many of these studies on user impressions have been conducted
as follows: users took the initiative and did something, and a robot reacted to that. In a
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way, most of the studies focused on the passive behavior of the robots. When two people
are communicating, two positions are assumed; one side is acting (the party which is
currently active, as in speaking) and the other side is reacting to that (the party which is
currently passive, as in listening). In previous studies, the robot side, which was the
passive side, was not sufficiently studied. Thus, we defined behavior in which a robot
takes the initiative and does something towards a human user as “active behavior”, and
studied the changes in the users’ impressions depending on the presence or absence of
that active behavior. In addition, the behavioral design model of our robot that performed
active behavior was shown as an action state transition. There have been many studies
on human-robot interactions [1–3, 8, 9]. However, there were not enough studies in
which the behavior of a robot was determined to be “passive” or “active”, and then their
basic behavior was demonstrated, as an action guideline, in the form of a status model.
That’s what we attempted to do.

In this study, in accordance with our status model on active behavior, we conducted
an experiment on greetings. We thought that with greetings, the intention of the robot
would be easily understood, even if we included a variety of active behaviors. The reason
is as follows: in a previous study, we investigated the movements of a robot that looked
in the direction of a person, with settings for the robot’s looking direction control [3].
However, in the evaluation items, “activity”, “affinity” and “pleasantness” depending
on the presence or absence of the looking direction control, statistically significant
differences in impressions were not noticed.

The results didn’t reveal that active behavior had an effect. Certain behavior levels
are required if it can be recognized as active behavior. Thus, we focused on “greetings”
as active behavior, which might lead to improvements in evaluations on impression, and
we mounted this on a robot. To perform this greeting behavior, we mounted two optical
sensors on RAPIRO [4] to create contact interaction between a user and the robot, which
would react when touched by a user. To allow for interaction prior to the greeting action,
we implemented a looking direction control action and a greeting action, in which the
robot raised and lowered its arms. In the experiment, we carried out a questionnaire
survey on the impressions that users had on the robot’s behavior when it performed
active behavior and when it didn’t. The results showed that there were significant differ‐
ences in “affinity”, “activity” and “intent”. The result shows that in human-robot inter‐
actions, the active behavior of robot will obtain the better impression when we design
and implement the expected action.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows a point of debate from our
previous study. Section 3 shows the design and proposal of active behavior in humanoid
robots. Section 4 shows the implementation, experiment and discussion. Section 5 shows
the summary and discusses future challenges.

It should be noted that in this paper, the terms “interaction”, “contact interaction”
and “communication” are used when we investigate the impressions that people have
on robot actions or reactions, namely interaction and for correspondence and under‐
standing, namely communication between robots and humans. In this study, greeting
behavior was the main interaction; thus, we called interactions containing contact in the
experiment “contact interactions” to reduce ambiguity in the paper.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Hypothesis on Active Behavior

As the numbers of humanoid robots, including the ASIMO [5], Pepper [6], and Palro [7]
models have become more and more common, a variety of study on human-robot inter‐
actions has been also conducted. Nakai et al. assumed that stuffed animals that have
more realistic features might help to reduce boredom in interactions with users, and they
studied the realism of stuffed animals that had fluctuation of the lights in their eyes [8].
In addition, Nakata et al. created a robot that showed receptive behavior (the ability to
nod), repulsive behavior (dispelling behavior) and reactionless behavior with contact
with a human hand, and investigated the affinity caused by interpersonal valence.

These prior studies have been conducted assuming an animal robot, and applications
to a humanoid robot have not been fully considered. There is also some study on
humanoid robots. Kakio et al. investigated the impression that users had on a robot’s
reactions when they pushed the robot, with the aim that whether the robot could naturally
express its situation through the reactive action to the users push [2]. Yano et al. inves‐
tigated the differences in impressions that users felt depending on the speed that a robot
raised its arms up and down [9]. Both pieces of study required the preceding active
behavior of the user towards a robot; then the users evaluated the robot’s reaction to
their actions. In a word, most of the previous studies are based on impressions in which
the robots were reacting to users passively.

We attempted to explicitly understand the relationship between human-robot inter‐
actions using conventional studies determined to be “passive” or “active”, and we aimed
to conduct evaluations on user impressions of the robot’s active behaviors. Eventually,
based on these results, we aim to construct an interaction model that can be used with
designing robot behavior.

2.2 Expectations with Active Robot

There is study in which users’ opinions, regarding what kind of situations they feel
affinity or pleasantness toward a robot in, were organized using the KJ method [10]. This
study organized the following opinions into five stages: “What kind of behavior do
humans expect from a robot when they see it for the first time?” and “What kind of robot
actions do humans think are interesting or pleasant?” (Table 1).

Table 1. Actions that humans expect from a robot/sorted into groups using the KJ method

Stage Expected actions Concrete examples
1 Greetings Bowing or a handshake
2 Entertainment Dancing and acrobats
3 Human-like behavior Smooth movements
4 Assisting daily life tasks Ability to clean rooms and have a conversation with

the user
5 Desire Having common hobbies and showing signs of

affection
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Actions 1 to 5 show that people have a variety of expectations when it comes to robot
behaviors, with a relatively passive attitude. Especially in 4 and 5, they expect a robot
to support their daily life and become their partners. Thus, we thought that when a robot
can actively carry out the actions shown in the examples, there will be improvements to
the items in our evaluation on impressions, including in “trust” and “affinity”. According
to our definition, the active behavior of a robot means that it takes the initiative and does
something for a user without prior commands or instructions from a user. This proactive
action is similar to the spontaneous behavior in people. Since robots don’t naturally have
spontaneity, in order to realize this kind of spontaneous behavior, some procedures were
necessary. Here, observation of the state of a person, performed by transmission of
information from a sensor, and an action based on that observation, are defined as “active
behavior”, and we discuss this.

2.3 Effects of Active Behavior

Kanda et al. demonstrated examples of evaluations on impressions by using proactive
actions such as a robot that has a looking direction function control action [3]. Kanda
et al., investigated autonomous behavior in robots based on information from sensors
without direct intervention from a user, so that the robot could leave an impression of
intelligence on people that interacted with it. Their study is within the definition of active
behavior shown in this present study. In the Kanda et al study, they set up a robot with
a looking direction function control action and let the robot move freely back and forth
in a hallway. They used the looking direction function control to have the robot look in
the direction of students when it passed them. Then, the differences in the impressions
left on the students were evaluated depending on the presence or absence of the looking
direction function control. The results showed that there were no statistically significant
differences in “activity”, “affinity” and “pleasantness” in the active behavior with the
action of looking a direction of a user.

Considering the results, a robot’s “active behavior” does not necessarily lead to an
improvement in one’s impression. We focused on the part that concluded [there were
no statistically significant differences in “activity”, “affinity” and “pleasantness”] as a
debatable point, and set up objectives and study tasks as written in the next chapter.

3 Design and Implementation

3.1 Issues and Objectives

We considered the reasons why there were no statistically significant differences in
“activity”, “affinity” and “pleasantness”, and then we thought that the main reasons were
as follows:

– The looking direction control action did not satisfy a level of action that users expect
from a robot, based on the KJ method results.

– The intention of the robot’s actions was not clear to the users, so the users did not
find any meaning in that action itself.
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In this study, we assumed the behaviors that users expect on a robot based on results
using the KJ method as the robot’s active behavior, as indicated in Sect. 2.2. We thought
that improvements in impressions could be obtained when a robot actively carries out
actions that users would expect. Thus, in this study, we decided to conduct evaluations
on impressions of the active behaviors that people expect from robots in human-robot
interactions.

3.2 Active Robot Behavioral Design

We defined those expected actions as the robot’s active behavior, which were sorted into
groups based on the previous study indicated in Sect. 2.2. The numbers indicate the level
of each active behavior. This time we set the action of greeting in the first stage as level 1
and carried out our behavioral designs. We defined the robot’s actions using the following
three statuses: waiting for human actions (observation of human non-contact action), active
behavior, and waiting for contact (observation of human contact action) (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1 (1)–(6) indicates the following:

(1) Detection of human behavior in a non-contact state (2) Detection of an action, and
then activating the setting for active behavior. (3) Detection of an action, without
activating active behavior. (4) Status changes from active behavior to waiting for
contact. (5) Detection of human contact and the status of that contact, and reaction
behavior for that contact (6) End of human contact and withdrawal.

Fig. 1. An overall view of the design of the robot’s active behavior, (*1 Observation of human
non-contact action, *2 Observation of human contact action).
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As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, active behavior in a robot means that the robot takes action
against a user proactively. However, robots do not have spontaneity, so in order to
simulate it, we set a state of waiting behavior where the robot observes user’s actions
while in a non-contact state. The transition to the next state happens as follows: the robot
detects human action while in the non-contact state (1), that action triggers the robot’s
active behavior (2), and if active behavior has been confirmed, the robot will move on
to the next step of active behavior. If active behavior has not been confirmed (3), the
robot will move on to a step of mutual contact behavior. After finishing its active
behavior, it will move on to a state of waiting for contact (4), where it will wait for
contact again, and when a user provides contact action, it will react again (5). If the
contact from a user seems to be over (there is no reaction for a certain period of time),
the robot will determine contact to be over and will withdraw and move from (5) to (6).
We define this as a behavioral model in which active behavior is added to a robot that
is performing normal operations. Next, we implemented concrete actions using this
model.

3.3 Procedure of Greeting Action

In this study, we try to implement an active behavior greeting action, the type of action
that we thought users would expect. Generally, the process of greetings between people
unfolds as follows:

1. One person notices the other person.
2. He waves his hand or says something.

To give someone a greeting, the robot has to initiate the action. In order to do that,
it has to observe the subject in a non-contact state, and next, some active behavior that
corresponds to the observation is necessary. This is consistent with the behavior model
shown in Sect. 3.2.

In this study, in order to imitate natural human communication, we included looking
direction control actions and greetings as our active behaviors. More specifically, when
the robot notices a person by detecting their approach, it will act accordingly (turning
towards the person and making a looking direction control action), and after that, it will
wave its hand. This allows the robot to demonstrate active behavior more explicitly. The
details of the greeting action, in accordance with the state transition model in Fig. 1, the
robot is assumed to take action according to the above model.

3.4 The Design of Distance in Greeting Actions

This time, greeting action was used as a step prior to human-robot interactions. We
assumed that people would like to have interaction with the robot, so the robot should
approach them; thus, we implemented looking direction control actions and greeting
actions. It was necessary to determine the distance between them. We defined this
distance in accordance with the definition of personal space. According to Edward Hall,
personal space is classified into four zones, each further divided into a close phase and
a far phase [11].
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Based on that, we chose the close phase in what is defined as socially active distance
(120–200 cm) as the zone for the robot when it detects the approach of a person. We
chose the far phase in personal distance (75–120 cm) as the zone for the robot when it
starts to turn towards a person while performing its looking direction control action. We
chose the close phase in personal distance (45–75 cm) as the zone for the robot when
performing the greeting and interacting face to face. According to Nishida [12], people
normally have daily conversations in these interpersonal distances, from 50 cm to
150 cm. Thus, we determined that our settings were appropriate.

3.5 Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of robot that achieves the active behavior
about the hardware and software.

Robot: We used RAPIRO for the robot implementation, which is a humanoid robot kit
[4]. Total dimensions 250 × 200 × 155 (millimeters). 13 motors were mounted on its
head, neck, shoulders, elbows, palms, waist, feet, and ankles. A dedicated arduino
mounted in the RAPIRO operated these motors, which enabled it to act. In addition,
LEDs were installed in its body, with colors that were adjustable by changing RGB
values. Due to light emitting from its eyes, these color changes can be seen from outside
the robot. In this experiment, we did not use the LEDs, because we thought that the color
might affect the experiment results on greeting actions due to personal preferences for
colors.

Sensors: For sensing the approach of a subject, two ultrasonic distance sensor modules
(3 cm–4 m) were used. CDS cells (5 mm type) were used as optical sensors and attached
to the RAPIRO body.

Operation settings: The following actions were set on the RAPIRO: (Fig. 2).

To return to the waiting state, the robot slightly spread both arms and both hands. It then
repeated the cycle. In the looking direction control action, RAPIRO rotates its head 50
degrees to the direction where a subject is approaching, either left or right, and returns
its head to the front direction after two seconds. In the greeting action when a subject
stands in front of RAPIRO, it raises its right arm and waves its arm from left to right for
two seconds, and then returns to the waiting state. The following are the three types of
actions in the contact state:

– It moves its left and right hands up and down alternatively.
– It shakes its hands and feet.
– It raises its arms and continues to move its arms from right to left.

These contact interactions were repeated for all subjects in the same manner, without
adding randomness. This experiment aimed to compare user impressions with and
without greeting actions. So, we decided that there should be no differences in the contact
interactions.
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4 Experimental Evaluation

We attempted to investigate whether or not there were improvements in user impressions
in the situation where a robot takes the initiative and gives a greeting, prior to any
interaction between the robot and the user. The detail of the experiment is as follows.

4.1 Experiment

The numbers of subjects were 10 students in our university: six of them were male and
four of them were female. In this experiment, we divided the subjects into two groups
of 5 people. The subjects on each team experienced both situations, meaning one situa‐
tion where the robot performed greeting actions and one without them. Doing this let us
examine the differences in impressions depending on the order of robot actions in the
experiment.

– Team A: With greetings → Without greetings
– Team B: Without greetings → With greetings

The evaluation method is as follows. Each subject experienced both situations, with
and without greetings, and answered a questionnaire immediately afterwards. They
could select one of the following four levels for each question: I really thought so: 3; I
kind of thought so: 2; I didn’t really think so: 1; I didn’t think so at all: 0. Questions 1
to 5 investigated “activeness”, “pleasantness”, “affinity”, “intentionality”, and
“continuity” respectively.

Q1. Did you think the robot was active? (Activeness)
Q2. Did you think that the robot tried to entertain you? (Pleasantness)

Fig. 2. Setting of RAPIRO’s actions
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Q3. Did you feel pleasant with the robot? (Affinity)
Q4. Did you feel that the robot had some sort of intention? (Intentionality)
Q5. Did you think that you would want to continue to play with the robot? (Continuity)
Q6. What do you think the robot’s action of waving its arms at you when you were
approaching it meant?
Q7. Additional comments

This time we told the subjects that the robot would “initiate active behavior”, not
specifically mentioning anything about “greeting actions”. So question number 6 was
to gauge how well the subjects understood the intent of the robot’s active behavior.

The location was in a corridor with a 2 m width in front of our laboratory. The head
motor on RAPIRO could not be moved up and down, so we put it on a table and adjusted
its height so that its looking direction met the subject’s looking direction. The ultrasonic
sensors detected the approach and departure of the subjects. We placed RAPIRO against
the wall, and installed ultrasonic sensors around 160 cm to the right side and left side
of RAPIRO respectively. The initial position of each subject was outside of the ultra‐
sonic sensors on both sides, about 2.5 m from the robot. The starting position of the
subject could have been either on the left side or the right side.

The initial state of the robot was set to observation of a person in a non-contact state.
When it detected the approach of a subject, it started performing active behavior if the
setting for active behavior was initialized; else it changed modes and started detecting
contact if active behavior was not initialized. When it detected a subject leaving on the
opposite side of the ultrasonic sensor, it changed modes to not detecting contact mode.
It returned to its original state of observing people in a non-contact state. The optical
sensor was incapable of reacting even if something touched it, so the only way to set the
sensor off was if a subject approached the robot a certain way.

We told the subjects to walk at a certain speed, and stop one time in front of RAPIRO.
We had the subjects practice that. This was achieved by applying a delay() to the series
of actions with RAPIRO’s looking direction control to greet subjects face-to-face in the
program. This time, we didn’t include a program in which RAPIRO would judge if a
subject was standing in front of it. So if the subject walked at a certain speed, we thought
we could adjust the timing from its looking direction control action to its greeting. The
flow of the experiment is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The experiment flow
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Firstly, the subject stood outside of the ultrasonic sensors (either to the left or right),
and started walking straight toward RAPIRO (1). Then, the ultrasonic sensors reacted,
and RAPIRO started a looking direction control action (2). When the subject stopped in
front of RAPIRO, it started its greeting action (3). When the subject touched RAPIRO’s
optical sensor, it started contact interactions (4). The subject leaves RAPIRO (5). At that
time, we instructed the subject to pass by the ultrasonic sensor on the opposite side. If
there was no active behavior to be performed, RAPIRO skipped from (2) to (3).

Each subject performed this entire process (going and coming) 3 times for us. We
programmed RAPIRO to ignore information from the ultrasonic sensor when a subject
turned around, and also not to perform a looking direction control action at this time.
We haven’t determined the time period of the contact interactions.

4.2 Result

Figure 4 summarizes the results of the evaluations on impressions with and without
active behavior from Q1 to Q5 that shown in the previous section, in the graph. Statis‐
tically significant differences are respectively shown in the each question. Figure 5
shows the results of the questionnaire that each subject answered. Subjects from No. 1
to No. 5 belonged to team A, subjects from No. 6 to No. 10 belonged to team B.

Result1: Statistically significant differences were observed in the following fields:
“activeness”, “pleasantness”, “affinity”, “intentionality” and “continuity”, all of which
were used in the preliminary experiment (**<0.01).

Result2: Where experimental procedures were different, we noticed there were some
differences in the evaluations of the subjects between the presence of active behavior
and the absence of it from both teams.

Result3: “Intentionality” changed in accordance with the presence or absence of active
behavior in the answers of 70 % of the 10 subjects in the experiment.

Result4: Among all the subjects, there were some subjects who had exactly the same
impressions regardless of the presence or absence of active behavior.

Fig. 4. Evaluations on impressions depending on with (left) or without (right) of active behavior
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We investigated whether or not there are differences in the evaluations depending
on the order of their experiences, and with or without active behavior. We performed a
dual variance analysis on the average evaluation scores of each indicator from each team.
The results showed that there were no interaction effects in all of the indicators.

4.3 Discussion

This section shows the summary of our discussions. Discussions 1-4 correspond to
results 1-4 as described in previous section.

Discussion 1: In the evaluations on impressions depending on the presence or absence
of the robot’s active behavior, statistically significant differences were observed in all
the following fields: “activeness”, “pleasantness”, “affinity”, “intentionality” and
“continuity”. Therefore, implementing active behavior in a robot could be a factor that
brings good results with impressions.

Discussion 2: We focused on the differences in the evaluations of each subject on the
team. For subjects No. 3 and No. 4 from team A and subject No. 10 from team B, the
differences in their evaluations were greater than other subjects on their team depending
on the presence or absence of active behavior. The reason might be as follows: subjects
No. 1, No. 2, No. 6, No. 7, No. 8 and No. 9 understood how RAPIRO works and functions

Fig. 5. Average score of impression difference with or without active behavior of robot
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in this experiment, and they already knew the method and range of operation. However,
for subjects No. 3, No. 5, and No. 10, at the time of this experiment it was only their first
or second time making contact with RAPIRO. So there might have been some differences
in their prior knowledge. We believed that subjects No. 3 and No. 4 had stronger impres‐
sions toward RAPIRO’s active behavior than other subjects, so the differences between
the presence or absence of active behavior were greater. Furthermore, subject No. 5
provided high evaluations both in cases with and without active behavior, even though
it was also his first time to meet the robot. Subject No. 5 has a background in which he
loves robot animation and robots themselves, which might have affected his evaluation.

Discussion 3: The active behavior we designed this time had a significant impact on the
intentionality on the robot. We believed that the robot’s performance of that active
behavior itself helped it to have intentionality. Furthermore, even without active
behavior, its intentionality was not zero, due to the robot’s reaction in contact interac‐
tions. If there is neither active behavior nor contact interaction, the robot will not perform
any action other than waiting, so we can expect that intentionality will be almost zero.
However, since there was a reaction to contact, even though there was no active behavior
it seemed that some evaluation points for intentionality were given.

Discussion 4: All of subject No. 6’s evaluations on impressions were exactly the same
regardless of the presence or absence of active behavior. Some of subject No. 7’s answers
to questions on their impressions were also same. Their answers for question 6 “what
do you think the robot’s action of waving its arms at you when you were approaching
it meant?” were as follows: “a robot was facing me and making some kind of sign” (No.
6), and no answer (No. 7). These results suggest that they understood the robot’s active
behavior meant something, but they didn’t think it was making a greeting. Discussions
3,4 showed that it was important for users to understand the meaning of the robot’s
actions exactly, rather than the robot just performing active behavior while subjects don’t
understand. It was shown that enhancing a robot’s intentionality might lead to improve‐
ments in overall evaluations on impressions.

5 Conclusion

This study focused on the active behavior of a robot and demonstrated the robot’s active
behavior design model. We implemented actions that users would expect a robot to
make, in order to improve our subject’s evaluations of the robot. In the experiment, we
implemented greetings as a level 1 active action, and compared evaluations on impres‐
sions depending on the presence or absence of those greeting actions. The results
revealed that statistically significant differences were observed in the following fields:
“activeness”, “pleasantness”, “affinity”, “intentionality” and “continuity”.

We should further investigate factors and/or actions that will bring improvements to
impressions. In addition, in order to verify the behavioral model that we proposed this
time, we would like to implement actions besides greetings to build more general robot
behavioral models in terms of human-robot interactions.
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